We derive and calculate the multiple scattering expansion of the Kerman-McManus-Thaler optical potential to second order in the free nucleon-nucleon transition amplitude and clarify the physical content of the interaction. Calculations are presented for the elastic scattering of protons from ' 0 at 135, 200, and 300 MeV incident energies, paying particular attention to the nonlocalities inherent in the second-order potential. It is shown that these effects result in a significant reduction in the proton-target absorption.
I. INTRODUCTION A large number of very precise data on proton-nucleus elastic and inelastic scattering have recently been obtained using intermediate energy beams [1] . In addition, a number of important high-energy experiments have been carried out or are planned with weak probes, for example, (e, e'p ) reactions [2] . Whereas in elastic scattering the reaction is surface dominated the (p, p') and (e, e'p) reactions are sensitive to the proton-nucleus wave function within the target nucleus. It is timely therefore to study quantitatively the proton-nucleus optical potential in the nuclear interior as well as at the nuclear surface.
In parallel with these experimental developments, recent investigations of the free nucleon-nucleon (NN) transition amplitude calculated from realistic NN interactions [3] have shown the on-and off-shell behavior of the amplitude to be remarkably stable to the choice of interaction [4] . This, combined with more detailed information on nuclear wave functions now available from electron scattering data, has stimulated a renewed interest in finite nucleus calculations of the nucleon-nucleus (NA ) interaction based on the free NN transition amplitude and multiple scattering expansions, as formulated, for example, by Kerman, McManus, and Thaler (KMT) [5] . From the preceeding discussion, the KMT optical potential is expected to be relatively insensitive to the assumed NN interaction. Since the on-shell NN amplitude is constrained by the experimental phase shifts it follows that the NA optical potential should be fairly well determined by empirical NN information, at least on the energy shell. This approach builds in automatically, on the energy shell, the subtle cancellations arising from the attractive and repulsive contributions of the NN interaction in each angular momentum state.
The second most often used procedure of generating the microscopic NN information required as input to the NA optical potential is to construct the NN g-matrix effective interaction appropriate for nuclear matter [6] .
Several groups have evaluated the g matrix, for a variety 'On leave from Departamento de Ffsica, Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisboa, Portugal.
of NN potentials and approximation strategies [7 -9] . The validity of these approximations has been discussed in the literature [10] . In this approach the local density approximation has to be used in applying the nuclear matter results to finite nuclei. This approximation is suspect [9] for two reasons. Firstly, in processes such as elastic scattering which are surface dominated the procedure is ill defined due to rapid variations in the spatial density distribution. Secondly, the approach involves an approximate solution of the g-matrix equation which introduces approximations to the direct and exchange parts of the amplitude and to the short-ranged repulsion and longranged attraction of the NN effective interaction. These approximations compromise the delicate cancellations between these terms referred to above. In addition, or as a result of the above, g-matrix calculations have been found to exhibit considerable sensitivity to the adopted NN potential model [9, 11] .
The first-order term of the KMT nucleon-nucleus potential will be referred to as the single scattering approximation (SSA). Given by the expectation value of the free NN transition amplitude, in the target nucleus ground state, the SSA is expected, at intermediate energies, to generate most of the scattering from the nucleus. The off-energy shell effects of the NN transition amplitude, which arise because the projectile scatters from a bound nucleon in the NA center-of-mass system, have recently been the subject of a number of very detailed investigations [12 -14] and will not be covered in detail here. Clearly, however, the significance of any agreement or disagreement of these SSA calculations with experimental data is impossible to assess without realistic calculations of the importance of higher order and in particular second-order contributions to the NA interaction. In this paper, we address this problem. We present the most complete calculations to date of the second-order term of the nucleon-nucleus potential. We will pay particular attention to the effects of the nonlocalities, inherent in the potential, on the absorptive nature of the optical potential. We derive the KMT optical potential to second order in the free NN transition amplitude, assuming that the target ground state is described by a Slater determinant of occupied single Very recently detailed calculations of proton scattering, and a discussion of off-shell effects, have been presented by Ottenstein et al. [20] within the relativistic (Dirac equation) SSA optical potential formulation. Second order medium effects in the relativistic framework have also been evaluated by Kaki [21] . The relativistic approach includes virtual pair contributions in addition to the dynamics incorporated in the nonrelativistic calculations. It wi11 be important to reconcile the relative importance of off-shell and medium effects obtained using the two approaches [22] .
II. THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL
A. The KMT multiple scattering expansion
In the KMT multiple scattering formalism [5] [23, 24] .
The optical potential operator for the scattering of a nucleon with energy E from a target of mass A is written [5] which can be reorganized, using Po+ Qo = 1, to give [5] that the NA transition amplitude satisfies the exact rela- ' and Uil' which need to be treated accurately to obtain a realistic estimate of the effects of the DSA terms to the optical potential. We therefore proceed to calculate the KMT potential in the form of Eqs. (9) and (10) [27] M=A+X(op n)(cr, n)+C(op+o, ).n
A-1 
and YL~a nd Xz are the spherical harmonic [28] and spin wave function of the NN pair, respectively. Explicit-
Ao;q=1fm' [33] . Fig. 4 we compare the calculated charge density with that of Ref. [32] and with the HO density [33] . (40) X &P+q/2~a&, (41) where the dependence of the NN total momentum , and in the general case the NN relative energy co, on P is made explicit and a sum over spin and isospin indices is implicit.
In the diagonal case, a=P, the product of the single particle radial wave functions is strongly peaked at P =0. [36] D(r, r') = A p(r)p(r') -A ( A -1)p(r, r'), (53) where p(r, r') is the probability density of finding a nucleon at position r and another at position r', i.e. , p(r, r')= A ( A -1)p(r, r') = A p(r)p(r') g( a(-1)P(2)~5(r -ri )5(r' -r2)~P (1)a(2) ) aP and therefore D(r, r')= g (a(1)P(2)~5(r -r, )5(r' -r2)~P (1)a(2)) . We have also adopted an abbreviated notation for the squares of the components of the NN amplitude, such that Ao=Ao(co, k', k")Ao(co, k", k), etc.
In the evaluation of Eq. (59) we make a small angle coplanar scattering approximation in treating the unit vectors. That is, we assume n.n'=m m'=1 1'=1, and therefore take (63) Xg (k") V~~(k", k), (70) Assuming as previously that n n' = 1, we have therefore 2 where the potential matrix elements V~M(k', k" ) are
We note that the contributions from the dominant isoscalar central (Ao) and spin-orbit (Co) NN components to UI '+ UII' are proportional to the correlation function C(r, r') of Ref. [18] . When using the HO model for the target nucleon wave functions, it can be shown [18) that the Fourier transform C ( q, q' } vanishes for small transferred momenta, i.e. , C(q, -q)~0 when q~O.
Thus, there are delicate cancellations between the two components of the KMT second-order optical potential.
As the momentum transfer is increased one can expect the second-order optical potential to eventually compete with the SSA term.
We now proceed to the evaluation of the partial wave decomposition of the second-order optical potential. We first consider the term UI '. Assuming that the nucleus is 72) and the target structure enters through the radial integrals
The Q1"" in Eq. (71) are the multipole expansion coefBcients of the nth component of the NN amplitude, defined according to
The corresponding partial wave decomposition for UII ' (75) but where now the potential and radial amplitudes, in terms of the multiple expansion coefficients of the %",are In the no closure approximation, in which the singleparticle energies in the propagator in Eq. (9) are retained, the partial wave decomposition of UI ' becomes In order to remove all nonlocalities and arrive at an entirely local expression for the second-order potential, we fix the NN transition amplitude as in the zero-range case. In addition, the correlation function taken from nuclear matter is applied to the finite nucleus using the local density approximation with appropriate Fermi momentum kf =1.37 fm '. That is, D (r, r') = -p ( [r+r'~/ 2)Gg(kf~r -r'~) , (83) G~(x)=3j, (x)/x . If in addition the eikonal approximation [17, 37] 
VIII. ELASTIC SCATTERING OBSERVABLES
To estimate the validity of the closure approximation in the intermediate state propagator we present in Fig. 5 the proton-' 0 elastic scattering observables at 135 MeV, calculated using the zero-range optical potential [38] .
The proton target Coulomb interaction is not included. The figure shows that the closure approximation (dashed curve) provides an excellent approximation to the full (no closure) second-order optical potential (solid curve). This is in agreement with the work of Miller, Austern, and Silver [39] who showed that for a local target Hamiltonian and NN amplitude, the leading corrections to the closure approximation vanish in the evaluation of the second-order term.
In order to obtain a first indication of the importance of the various nonlocalities present in the medium corrections on the absorptive nature of the optical potential we present in Fig. 6 [34] and assuming a uniform charge sphere density of radius R, = 1.3 A ' fm, and a cutoff radius R, ", =10 fm [34] . The effect of the nonlocal secondorder potential contributions on the elastic cross section are small. As is evident from the figure, the introduction of the second-order medium effects does not change the qualitative angular shape of this spin-dependent observ- 
APPENDIX B
In this appendix we expand the g-matrix optical potential [6] There is no unique prescription for the choice of this auxiliary potential, however there are a number of arguments [6] that favor the use of a self-consistent potential. Some authors take this potential to be the real part of the effective interaction [8] while others [7] assume U(e) =0.
Here, in order to establish the relation between the g matrix and the KMT multiple scattering formalism, we take this potential to be zero. The g matrix and free NN 
